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Abstract
Polyploidy or whole genome duplication is a frequent and recurrent phenomenon in flowering plants that has played a major
role in their diversification, adaptation and speciation. The adaptive success of polyploids relates to the different evolutionary fates of duplicated genes. In this study, we explored the impact of the whole genome triplication (WGT) event in the
Brassiceae tribe on the genes involved in the self-incompatibility (SI) signalling pathway, a mechanism allowing recognition
and rejection of self-pollen in hermaphrodite plants. By taking advantage of the knowledge acquired on this pathway as well
as of several reference genomes in Brassicaceae species, we determined copy number of the different genes involved in this
pathway and investigated their structural and functional evolutionary dynamics. We could infer that whereas most genes
involved in the SI signalling returned to single copies after the WGT event (i.e. ARC1, JDP1, THL1, THL2, Exo70A01) in
diploid Brassica species, a few were retained in duplicated (GLO1 and PLDα) or triplicated copies (MLPK). We also carefully studied the gene structure of these latter duplicated genes (including the conservation of functional domains and active
sites) and tested their transcription in the stigma to identify which copies seem to be involved in the SI signalling pathway.
By taking advantage of these analyses, we then explored the putative origin of a contrasted SI phenotype between two Brassica rapa varieties that have been fully sequenced and shared the same S-allele (S60).
Keywords Polyploidy · Whole genome triplication (WGT) · Brassica · Self-incompatibility · Self-incompatibility
signalling pathway · Duplicated gene evolution
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Introduction
Flowering plants have been subjected to frequent and recurrent whole genome duplication (WGD or polyploidy) events
that are believed to have contributed to their considerable
evolutionary success (Jiao et al. 2011). So far, 49 ancient
WGD events (or paleopolyploidies) have been identified
(Cheng et al. 2018) and many more will undoubtedly be
discovered. The increased genome diversity and complexity of polyploids contributed to physiological and morphological innovations (Soltis and Soltis 2016), colonization
of novel ecological niches (Aïnouche et al. 2004; Parisod
and Broennimann 2016), species diversification (Tank et al.
2015; Dodsworth et al. 2016) and adaptation to stressful
environments or even survival to major cataclysms (Vanneste et al. 2014).
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During the evolutionary history of a polyploid lineage,
numerous genomic rearrangements will occur, including
chromosome number reduction and extensive subgenome
fractionation (Mandáková and Lysak 2018), leading to its
gradual genomic diploidization. As a result of this structural
dynamic, it has been inferred that about half of the duplicated genes are lost in the first ten million years after a WGD
event (Pont et al. 2011). Interestingly, although some gene
categories (i.e. meiotic genes: Lloyd et al. 2014) are rapidly
lost after polyploidization, some others tend to be retained
in duplicated copies, such as genes involved in adaptation
to various stress (Murat et al. 2015), or in cyto-nuclear
interactions (Ferreira de Carvalho et al. 2019). These duplicated gene copies may either conserve the same biological
function in different organs, or, more rarely, acquire a new
function (neo-functionalization) (Panchy et al. 2016). An
example of the neo-functionalization of a gene duplicated
by polyploidy corresponds to the brassinosteroid kinase 1
(BSK1 involved in brassinosteroid signal transduction), for
which one duplicated copy gave rise to the SHORT SUSPENSOR gene (SSP involved in parental control of zygote
elongation; Liu and Adams 2010). However, such fine analyses of the evolutionary dynamics of duplicated genes are
lacking and must be performed to provide valuable information on the molecular drivers underlying important plant
traits, such as signalling pathways.
Along with polyploidy, evolution of self-incompatibility
systems, i.e. genetic systems that allow recognition and
rejection of self-pollen in hermaphrodite plants, has most
likely played a major role in species diversification in flowering plants (Igic et al. 2008). Indeed, by enforcing cross-fertilization, self-incompatibility (SI) contributes to the maintenance of genetic diversity within populations and avoidance
of inbreeding depression. The SI system is particularly wellcharacterized in the Brassicaceae family. This sporophytic SI
system is controlled by a single Mendelian locus (S-locus),
which contains at least two physically linked genes that cosegregate with the SI phenotype and whose products function as a receptor-ligand pair (Nasrallah 2000). First, the
S-locus Receptor Kinase (SRK) is a female determinant and
encodes a transmembrane serine/threonine receptor kinase
located at the stigmatic papilla plasma membrane (Stein
et al. 1991). Second, the S-locus Cysteine-Rich gene (or
SCR/SP11, the male determinant) encodes a protein located
on the surface of the pollen grain (Schopfer et al. 1999).
The S-locus in the genera Brassica and Raphanus contains
a third gene, the S-Locus Glycoprotein (or SLG), which is
another female factor secreted on the stigmatic papilla cells
and is similar to the extracellular domain of SRK (Nasrallah et al. 1985). SLG, which is absent in self-incompatible
Arabidopsis species, is not involved in determination of
the specificity of the pollen–pistil interaction but may play
a role as an enhancer of SI in Brassica (Nasrallah 2000;
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Takasaki et al. 2000). In the genera Brassica and Raphanus,
the S-haplotypes are highly variable and are divided into two
classes (namely class I and class II), based on the sequence
similarity between SRK proteins (Nasrallah et al. 1991).
Class I haplotypes are generally dominant over class II in
the pollen and confer a strong SI phenotype (Nasrallah and
Nasrallah 1993).
The interaction between SCR and SRK proteins in the
case of a SI response triggers a signalling cascade in the
stigmatic papilla cells. So far, eight regulatory proteins acting downstream of SRK were shown, although with varying degrees of functional evidence, to be involved in the
SI signalling pathway in the Brassica stigma (Fig. 1). This
includes two proteins that interact directly with SRK and
are positive regulators of the SI signalling pathway: the
M-Locus protein kinase (MLPK), a membrane-anchored
serine/threonine protein kinase (Murase et al. 2004; Kakita
et al. 2007a, b; Gao et al. 2016), and the Arm repeat-containing protein (ARC1, Gu et al. 1998), which is a member of the
plant U box (PUB) E3 ligase family (Mudgil et al. 2004). It
has been shown that MLPK regulates the expression of SRK
and ARC1 genes in B. napus (Chen et al. 2019). By interacting with SRK, ARC1 is phosphorylated and then targets several proteins for ubiquitination and degradation in the proteasome (Samuel et al. 2009; Stone et al. 2003). Exo70A01
exocyst complex, which normally delivers secretory vesicles
to the plasma membrane to facilitate pollen hydration, is
one of the degraded protein targets of ARC1 (Samuel et al.
2009; Liu et al. 2015; Shi et al. 2016). Another ARC1 target
is glyoxalase 1 (GLO1), an enzyme that detoxifies cytotoxic
methylglyoxal (Sankaranarayanan et al. 2015). Following SI
pollination, ARC1 ubiquitinates GLO1, decreasing GLO1
protein levels in the stigma and consequently increasing the
levels of the cytotoxic methylglyoxal (Sankaranarayanan
et al. 2015, 2017). A third ARC1 interactor corresponds to
the J domain protein 1 (JDP1), which is a member of the heat
shock protein 40 (Hsp40) family (Lan et al. 2015). To date,
the exact role of JDP1 in regulating the SI response in Brassica is yet to be deciphered. The last known target of ARC1
is the phospholipase D alpha-1 protein (PLDα1: Scandola
et al. 2019). During compatible pollination, this protein is
required for the production of phosphatidic acid, which promotes vesicle fusion to the stigma membrane and facilitates
exocytosis, a necessary process for pollen germination. By
contrast, during SI response, ARC1 ubiquitinates PLDα1,
eliciting its degradation by the proteasome, causing inhibition of exocytosis of multi-vesicular bodies and thus, rejecting the self-pollen (Scandola et al. 2019). SRK proteins were
also found to interact with two negative regulators of Brassica SI responses: the thioredoxin H-Like proteins (THL1
and THL2, Bower et al. 1996). In the absence of self-pollen,
both THL1 and THL2 proteins keep SRK in an inactive
state, and its autophosphorylation is impeded (Bower et al.
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Fig. 1  A current model of the self-incompatibility signalling pathway
in Brassica. Upon contact of a self-incompatible pollen grain with
the stigmatic papilla, the pollen SCR ligand binds to stigma SRK
receptor of the same S-allele, leading to SRK autophosphorylation
as well as the suppression of SRK inhibition by THL1 and THL2.
The autophosphorylated activated SRK then interacts with MLPK
and ARC1, leading to their phosphorylations and ARC1 relocaliza-

tion to assembled proteasomes. ARC1 then interacts with Exo70A1,
GLO1, JDP1 and PLDα1. These interactions will notably lead to the
ubiquitination of Exo70A1, GLO1 and PLDα1 and their proteosomal
degradations. Finally, these protein degradations will prevent the selfpollen to receive the resources for hydration, pollen germination or
tube elongation, and the self-incompatible pollen will be rejected

1996; Cabrillac et al. 2001). As an additional component
of complexity, the SI signalling pathway appears to differ
in various aspects between the Brassica and Arabidopsis
lineages, which have diverged around 26 Mya (http://www.
timetree.org/). For instance MLPK gene does not appear to
be involved in SI in self-incompatible Arabidopsis species
(Kitashiba et al. 2011). Similarly, Exo70A01 implication in
the SI reaction in Arabidopsis is still controversial (reviewed
in Yamamoto and Nishio 2014), while the role of ARC1 in
Arabidopsis SI has been demonstrated (Indriolo et al. 2012,
2016).
The impact of recurrent polyploidization events during
plant evolution on the distribution of SI systems and on the
molecular mechanisms controlling SI phenotype has still
to be elucidated. Polyploidization events can lead to loss
of SI in an ecological or physiological context (Barringer
2007; Miller and Venable 2000; Levin 1975), but when SI
is maintained, polyploidy can potentially induce changes in
the pollen–pistil recognition mechanisms, or in the signalling pathways due to the evolution of duplicated copies of
functional SI genes. In particular, the Brassicaceae family
has been subjected to numerous polyploidy events during its
evolution (Kagale et al. 2014). Notably, after the divergence

with Arabidopsis, the Brassica lineage has been subjected
to a whole genome triplication about 22.5 million years ago
(Beilstein et al. 2010) followed by a fractionation process,
reducing the number of duplicated genes in extant diploid
Brassica species (Tang et al. 2012; Cheng et al. 2013; Wang
et al. 2011). The different levels of fractionation of these
triplicated regions led to three genomic compartments that
were named least fractionated (LF), medium fractionated
(MF1) and most fractionated (MF2) regions. It is wellestablished that the S-locus controlling the first-step pollen–stigma recognition was retained as a single copy in the
Brassica lineage (Conner et al. 1998) and has been subjected to genomic translocation (Kusaba et al. 2001). Either
the polyploidy event or the genomic translocation, or both,
have probably caused a very strong genetic bottleneck at
the S-locus (Edh et al. 2009; Fobis-Loisy et al. 2004), followed by rapid allelic re-diversification under strong balancing selection as suggested by robust molecular signatures
of positive selection in Brassica SRK sequences as compared to Arabidopsis lyrata (Castric and Vekemans 2007).
In contrast, a comprehensive analysis of copy number variation and functional regulation of the other genes involved
in the signalling pathway in regard to the SI phenotype is
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still missing. Thus, in this study, we aim to investigate the
structural and functional evolutionary dynamics of genes
involved in the SI signalling cascade in Brassica, in relation
to the whole genome triplication that occurred during their
evolution. Specifically, we scrutinized the number of gene
copies maintained, the structure of the different gene copies (including conservation of important functional domains
and active sites) and tested their transcription in the stigma
(as well as other organs) to evaluate their potential involvement in the SI signalling pathway. To further investigate the
role of these regulatory genes in the SI response, we advantageously used two sequenced B. rapa varieties (‘Chiifu’:
Wang et al. 2011; Zhang et al. 2018 and ‘Z1’: Belser et al.
2018) exhibiting contrasting SI phenotypes (‘Chiifu’: selfincompatible vs ‘Z1’: self-compatible) but harbouring the
same S-haplotype.

Materials and methods
Plant materials
Two B. rapa genotypes, the self-compatible (SC) B. rapa
var. trilocularis ‘Z1’ (double haploid line, class II S60
allele) and the self-incompatible (SI) B. rapa var. pekinensis cabbage ‘Chiifu’ (pure line, class II S60 allele), their F1
hybrid (‘Chiifu’*’Z1’), as well as B. rapa var rapifera fodder
variety Chicon ‘C1.3’ were grown in semi-controlled condition in a greenhouse.

Identification and evolution of the genes involved
in the self‑incompatibility signalling pathway
in Brassiceae
To date, eight regulatory genes were shown to be involved in
the self-incompatibility signalling pathway in the Brassiceae
tribe (Fig. 1). It includes the genes ARM repeat-containing 1
(ARC1: AF024625; Gu et al. 1998), Exocyst subunit exo70
family protein A1 (Exo70A1: GQ503256; Samuel et al.
2009), GlyoxalaseI (GLO1: KJ755985; Sankaranayanan
et al. 2015), J Domain Protein (JDP1: At4g3915; Lan et al.
2015), M-Locus Protein Kinase (MLPK: AB121973; Murase
et al. 2004), Phospholipase Dα (PLDα1: KJ755984.1 and
PLDα2: XM_01382755.2; Scandola and Samuel 2019) and
Thioredoxin H-Like (THL1: U59379 and THL2: U59380;
Bower et al. 1996). After retrieving these gene sequences
in the literature, we searched for their homologous gene
sequences in various Brassicaceae species with fully
sequenced genomes. To that purpose, we first downloaded
from the BRAD database (http://brassi cadb. org/brad/)
the genome and protein coding sequences of B. juncea
v1.5 (Yang et al. 2016), B. napus ‘Darmor’ v5 (Chalhoub
et al. 2014), B. nigra v1.1 (Yang et al. 2016), B. oleracea
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‘TO1000’ (Parkin et al. 2014), B. rapa ‘Chiifu’ v3 (Zhang
et al. 2018), Raphanus sativus (Mitsui et al. 2015) and Sisymbrium irio (Haudry et al. 2013) as well as Arabidopsis
thaliana v10 (as outgroup). All Brassica and Raphanus
species (in contrast to Sisymbrium and Arabidopsis) share
the WGT event shared by members of the tribe Brassiceae,
and we commonly refer to them as ‘Brassiceae’. We also
included additional Brassica genotypes that have recently
been sequenced but were not available on the BRAD database. Assembled chromosomes from B. rapa ‘Z1’ and B.
oleracaea ‘HDEM’ were downloaded from http://www.
genoscope.cns.fr/externe/plants/chromosomes.html (Belser
et al. 2018). We then performed Blastp and Blastn (e-value
inferior to 1e-20; Altschul et al. 1997) of each regulatory
gene sequence involved in the self-incompatibility signalling
pathway against these ten genomes to identify homologous
copies. Then, for each gene, these homologous sequences
were aligned (nucleotide-coding sequences) using Geneious
v8.1.9. (Kearse et al. 2012) to distinguish orthologous (genes
that have diverged from a common ancestor due to a speciation event), paleologous (genes duplicated during the ancient
triplication event of Brassiceae) and homoeologous copies
(more recently duplicated genes that originated by speciation
and that were subsequently brought back in a single genome
through allopolyploidization) (Glover et al. 2016). Paleologous gene copies were distinguished according to their
subgenome location (respectively LF, MF1 and MF2) using
B. rapa and B. oleracea subgenome annotations from the
BRAD database (http://brassicadb.org/brad/). After manually adjusting the different alignments, we identified the best
model of sequence evolution fitting each data matrix using
Modeltest implemented in MEGA 7 (Kumar et al. 2016).
Finally, maximum likelihood phylogenetic analyses (1000
bootstrap replicates) were performed using A. thaliana as
outgroup, except for ARC1 for which we used Arabidopsis lyrata as A. thaliana has lost ARC1. Identifiers of the
sequences retrieved from the different Brassiceae genomes
and from Sisymbrium irio and used in the phylogenetic analyses are given in the Online Resource 1.
To explore whether each gene copy may have retained
the same function in the different Brassiceae species, we
used pfam (El-Gebali et al. 2019) and searched if the different copies shared identical functional domains (for ARC1:
C terminal arm repeat domain, U box motif, U Box N
terminal domain; for GLO1: two glyoxalase domains; for
JDP: DNA J domain and X-domain of DnaJ-containing;
for Exo70A01: Exo70A01 functional domain, for MLPK:
protein kinase domain; for PLD alpha: C2 domain, Phospholipase D, PLD-like domain and Phospholipase D C terminal; THL1 and THL2: Thioredoxin domains). Regarding
Exo70A1, we additionally looked for the ubiquitination site
(Lys181: Shi et al. 2016) and the highly conserved ‘EAKI’
amino acids in the SUMO motif (Shi et al. 2016). For MLPK
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where various important motifs or sites were previously
identified (Murase et al. 2004; Kakita et al. 2007a), we verified the presence of a serine-rich domain, an ATP binding
site (Kakita et al. 2007b) and the site for plasma membrane
localization (Gly194). Finally, we searched for a CPPC active
site (C45–C48: Mazzurco et al. 2001) in the different THL
Brassicaceae sequences.

PCR, RT‑PCR and qRT‑PCR amplification of genes
involved in the SI and SI signalling pathway in B.
rapa
The transcription levels of the different genes involved in
self-incompatibility (SI) and in SI signalling pathway were
tested in two B. rapa genotypes: the self-compatible B.
rapa var. trilocularis ‘Z1’ (doubled haploid line, class II
S60 allele) and the self-incompatible B. rapa var pekinensis
cabbage ‘Chiifu’ (pure line, homozygous class II S60 allele).
For these two varieties, genomic DNA from leaves and total
RNA from stigmas (on the day of anthesis) and anthers (2
to 3 days before anthesis) were extracted. Total RNA was
isolated from 30–60 stigmas and from six anthers of 15 to 30
flowers using the SV Total RNA Isolation System kit (Promega) following the manufacturer’s instructions. Briefly,
30 mg of fresh tissue were grinded in liquid nitrogen, mixed
with lysis and RNA dilution buffers and heated at 70 °C for
3 min. Clear lysate was then mixed with ethanol 95%, transferred to a spin column and centrifuged. Total RNA binding
the membrane was treated with a DNase and then washed
twice with the RNA wash solution. Finally, total RNA was
eluted twice with 100 µl of elution buffer. Integrity of total
RNA was then treated with DNase I to remove any contaminating genomic DNA. RNA was assessed on a denaturing
agarose gel stained with ethidium bromide, and quality was
checked on NanoDrop 2000 spectrophotometer (Thermo
Fisher Scientific). Finally, first-strand cDNA syntheses were
performed using GoScript™ Reverse Transcription System
(Promega). The procedure used 1 µg of total RNA for 200 µl
of reverse transcriptase units with Oligo(dT)18 adapters and
was performed following the manufacturer protocol. Similar
reactions were performed without the reverse transcriptase
(− RT: negative control). Samples were then kept at − 20 °C
until RT-PCRs were performed.
For each gene belonging to the S-locus (SCR and SRK)
and to the SI signalling pathway (ARC1, Exo70A01, GLO1,
MLPK, PLDα, JDP, THL1 and THL2), primer pairs were
developed using Primer 3.0 (Rozen and Skaletsky 2000) and
based on B. rapa cv. ‘Chiifu’ (Wang et al. 2011) and ‘Z1’
(Belser et al. 2018) genome sequences. For the genes presenting several copies (Exo70A1, GLO1, PLDα and MLPK),
the sequences of the different copies of each gene in B. rapa
were aligned, allowing identification of regions differentiating the two copies. Taking advantage of these diverging
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regions, we were able to design a primer pair specific to each
gene copy. We verified the specificity of each primer pair to
a gene copy by direct Sanger sequencing. Additionally, we
designed when possible exon–intron spanning primers (SRK,
PLDα2, THL1 and 2), preventing amplification of gDNA
that can contaminate our RNA samples for RT-PCR experiments. A list of all primer pairs developed in this study is
provided in the Online Resource 2.
Each PCR product was amplified in a total volume of
20 μl containing 4 μl of 5 × GoTaq® Flexi buffer (Promega),
1.6 μl of 25 mM M
 gCl2, 0.2 μl of 25 mM deoxyribonucleotide mix (Promega), 1 μl of each primer (10 μM), 0.2 μl
of GoTaq® G2 Hot Start polymerase (5 U μl−1) and 0.5 ng
of template DNA, RNA (− Reverse Transcriptase: − RT) or
cDNA. The PCR conditions were the following: 35 cycles of
30 s at 94 °C, 30 s at 60 °C and 1 min at 72 °C. PCR products were analysed using 2% agarose gel electrophoresis and
directly sequenced (Genoscreen, Lille, France) to verify that
each primer specifically amplifies the targeted copy. Using
the same set of primer pairs (apart from PLDα2: see primer
pair in Online Resource 2), quantitative RT-PCRs were performed on a L
 ightcycler® 480 (Roche) using the same samples as described above (B. rapa cv. Z1 and Chiifu). Three
housekeeping genes (Elongation Factor 1, Ubiquitin 21
and SAND) were used to study gene transcription. For this
experiment, we used the LightCycler® 480 SYBR® Green
I Master (Roche) kit and performed an amplification in a
total volume of 10 μl, containing 5 μl of Master Mix, 0.4 μl
of each primer (10 μM), 2 μl of diluted cDNA and water.
The PCR conditions were the following: initial incubation
for 5 min at 95 °C, followed by 45 cycles of 15 s at 95 °C
and 40 s at 60 °C. After each run, a melting curve was performed by heating up the samples from 60 to 95 °C. For each
genotype, we used three technical replicates. Dissociation
curves were realized to assess unique fragment amplification
of the products.
Gene transcription was measured on the basis of Ct
deviation of each sample against a control using the 2−ΔΔCT
method (Livak and Schmittgen 2001). Geometric means
were calculated based on the housekeeping gene Ct for
each sample and used as internal control. Fold change was
then calculated based on the lowest Ct for each sample. Fold
change variation between B. rapa cv ‘Z1’ and ‘Chiffu’ was
assessed using Kruskal and Wallis or t tests depending on
the statistical distribution and homoscedasticity of the data
in RStudio (v.3.5.1, RStudio Team 2015).

Tissue‑specific transcription of duplicated genes
involved in the self‑incompatibility signalling
pathway
To study the tissue-specific transcription of duplicated
genes involved in the SI signalling pathway, total RNA were
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◂Fig. 2  Maximum likelihood analyses of the regulatory genes involved

in the self-incompatibility pathway in Brassicaceae species. Bootstrap
values (%) indicated above branches. For each gene, the different
paleologous copies and the sequences belonging to either Brassica A,
B, or C genomes are mentioned. A star indicates the whole genome
triplication event in the common ancestor of Brassica and Raphanus
species. A: ARC1 (K2P + G model); B: JDP1 (Tamura 3 model); C:
THL1 (K2P + I model); D: THL2: (K2P + G model); E: EXO70A01
(Tamura 3 model); F: PLDα (K2P model); G: GLO1 (K2P model); H:
MLPK (K2P: model)

extracted from stigmas (on the day of anthesis), anthers (at
the young floral bud development stage), leaves and stems
from B. rapa cv. ‘Z1’. cDNA synthesis and RT-PCR amplifications were performed as previously described, using the
same set of primer pairs.

Self‑incompatibility phenotyping
SI phenotypes were assessed for (1) self-pollinated B.
rapa cv. ‘Chiffu’; (2) self-pollinated B. rapa cv. ‘Z1’; (3)
outcrosses between B. rapa cv. ‘Z1’ (male) and ‘Chiifu’
(female); (4) outcrosses between B. rapa cv. ‘Z1’ (female)
and ‘Chiifu’ (male); (5) self-pollinated B. rapa ‘Z1’*’Chiifu’
F1 hybrid. For each self- and cross-pollination, all flowers
were pollinated on the same day and under the same conditions. For each cross, at least five flowers were used. Additionally, the different pollinations were repeated at three
different time points to validate the identified phenotypes.
Control of pollen and stigma fertilities in our plant material
was assessed by performing cross-pollinations with the B.
rapa var rapifera fodder variety Chicon ‘C1.3’ (used either
as male or as female), which carries a different S-allele
and thus prevents a self-incompatibility reaction (Online
Resource 3).
Self-incompatibility phenotypes were determined by
monitoring the pollen tube growth in pistil tissue by fluorescence microscopy after aniline blue staining according to
the method of Martin (1959), but with slight modifications.
More specifically, the pistils were removed from the flowers 24 h after pollination, fixed in ethanol/acetic acid (3:1),
treated in aqueous solution of a sodium hydroxide (8 N) for
8 to 12 h, and stained for 4 h in a 0.1% aniline blue solution (0,1 M K3PO4 and 0,1% aniline blue). The number of
pollen tubes that penetrated into the upper part of the pistil
was determined using a fluorescence microscope. The mean
number of pollen tubes allowed phenotype characterization.
Statistical analyses were performed using the R software
(v.3.5.1, RStudio Team 2015) to first compare the mean
number of germinated pollen tubes, and secondly the pollen
and stigma fertility levels between the different genotypes.
Statistical distribution and homoscedasticity of the data
were tested using Shapiro–Wilk and Levene tests (α = 0.05).
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Kruskal–Wallis and Dunn tests were used for nonparametric
analyses (α = 0.05).

Results
Structural evolutionary dynamics of the genes
involved in the self‑incompatibility signalling
pathway in Brassiceae after WGT
To date, eight genes are shown to be involved in the selfincompatibility signalling pathway in the Brassiceae tribe
(ARC1, Exo70A01, GLO1, JDP, MLPK, PLDα, THL1 and
THL2, Fig. 1). As species belonging to the Brassiceae tribe
were subjected to a WGT event about 22 Mya, followed by
genomic diploidization, we aimed to study the evolutionary
dynamics of these eight genes and their duplicated copies.
Four diploid species (B. nigra, B. oleracea: ‘HDEM’ and
‘To1000’, B. rapa: ‘Z1’ and ‘Chiifu’, and R. sativus) and
two recent allopolyploid species (B. juncea, B. napus) were
compared to two species that have not been subjected to
this WGT event, S. irio (tribe Sisymbriae) and Arabidopsis
thaliana or A. lyrata (tribe Camelineae: outgroup) (Couvreur
et al. 2010). The different gene phylogenies are shown in
Fig. 2. It is important to note that all these analyses on the
evolutionary dynamics of these eight genes in the Brassiceae
tribe are based on one to two reference genomes per species
and that gene copy number and functionality of some gene
copies (i.e. pseudogenization or loss of a functional domain)
may differ within a species.
1. Genes in single copy in diploid Brassiceae species:
The different phylogenetic analyses enabled to determine
that four of the investigated genes (ARC1: Fig. 2a, JDP1:
Fig. 2b, THL1: Fig. 2c and THL2: Fig. 2d) are in single
copy in all investigated diploid Brassiceae species (B. rapa,
B. oleracea, B. nigra, R. sativus) despite the WGT event,
indicating a relatively rapid loss of two paleologous gene
copies before these four species diverged from a common
ancestor about 20 Mya (Arias et al. 2014). As expected, the
recently formed allotetraploid species B. napus and B. juncea contained two homoeologous copies of these four genes.
There was only one exception for ARC1 in B. napus cv. Darmor where tandem duplicated copies (BnaA04g20020D
and BnaA04g20050D) rather than homoeologous copies
were observed. As ARC1 belongs to the Plant U box (PUB)
multigenic gene family of E3 ubiquitin ligases (Indriolo
et al. 2012), we also performed an additional phylogenetic
analysis (including all A. thaliana PUB gene sequences),
validating that only Brassiceae ARC1 sequences were
retrieved from our Blast searches and not any other highly
resembling paralogous PUB genes (Online Resource 4).
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For these four genes, we scrutinized their gene sequences
at both nucleotidic and amino acid levels to verify that each
gene conserved an intact open reading frame as well as its
important site(s) or domain(s) for its activity. For ARC1,
we found that the different Brassiceae species investigated
here conserved the C terminal arm repeat domain and the U
box motif. All the ARC1 sequences contained a N terminal
region of 279 to 290 amino acids before the U box domain,
at the exception of ARC1 in B. nigra (BniB020194) that has
a shorter N terminal region (only 39 amino acids before
the U box domain). Similarly, all JDP and THL Brassiceae
sequences retained their functional domains (JDP1: DNA J
domain and X-domain of DnaJ-containing; THL1 and THL2:
Thioredoxin domain) and the CPPC active site for the THL
sequences.
2. Genes in two copies in diploid Brassiceae species:
The phylogenetic analyses revealed that three genes
(Exo70A01, PLDα and GLO1) retained two paleologous
copies in the investigated diploid Brassiceae species. These
results indicate the loss of only one paleologous copy of
these genes after the WGT event but before the divergence
of the diploid Brassiceae investigated here. Regarding
Exo70A01 (Fig. 2e), two paleologous gene sequences were
identified within the diploid Brassiceae species but the
number of functional copies varied: two in R. sativus, B.
nigra and B. oleracea cv. ‘HDEM’ but only one (LF copy)
in B. oleracea cv. ‘To1000’ and in B. rapa cv. ‘Chiifu’ and
‘Z1’ (the other copy, MF2, being a pseudogene). These
results indicate that the loss of function of the paleologous Exo70A01-MF2 is ongoing in Brassica species. The
sequence identity (at the nucleotide level) between the two
conserved functional paleologous Exo70A1 copies (LF,
MF2) varies between 82% in B. oleracea cv. HDEM to 92%
in B. nigra and R. sativus. The different Exo70A01 sequences
used for the phylogenetic analysis (without pseudogenes)
presented an Exo70A01 functional domain, the ubiquitination site ( Lys181) and the highly conserved SUMO motif,
suggesting that the two copies may present the same function. Regarding PLDα, two paleologous copies (hereafter
named as PLDα-LF and PLDα-MF1) were identified in the
diploid Brassica and Raphanus species (Fig. 2f). In each
species, the sequence identity (at the nucleotide level) of the
two copies is of about 87%, and they all contain the same
functional domains (excluding B. oleracea cv. ‘To1000’, for
which one copy is partial and non-annotated). Similarly, the
GLO1 gene is present in two copies in both diploid Brassica
and Raphanus species (Fig. 2g). For each species, the two
copies presented two glyoxalase domains but the annotated
CDS sizes deeply varied between the two copies.
3. One gene in three copies in diploid Brassiceae species:
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Among the eight genes involved in the self-incompatibility signalling pathway, only MLPK (Fig. 2h) retained its
three paleologous copies after the WGT event. Interestingly,
the three copies had in each species a functional serine-rich
domain, the ATP binding site, the protein kinase domain
(except To1000 Bol033256 that only has a partial domain)
and the site for plasma membrane localization (Gly194:
Murase et al. 2004), suggesting that all three paleologs may
putatively be involved in the SI signalling pathway.

Amplification and transcription of the SI‑related
genes in two B. rapa genotypes
After studying the structural evolutionary dynamics of the
genes involved in SI signalling pathway after the WGT
event in Brassiceae species, we were interested in testing
whether the different duplicated (paleologous) copies were
putatively involved in the SI signalling pathway by assessing their transcription status in the stigma. These analyses
were performed using two B. rapa varieties harbouring the
same S-allele (B. rapa S60 allele, Belser et al. 2018) but
presenting a contrasted SI phenotype: the self-incompatible
B. rapa cv. ‘Chiifu’ and the self-compatible B. rapa cv. ‘Z1’.
Testing the transcription of these genes in the stigma will
not only help to understand which copies may be involved
in the SI signalling pathway but will also give hints on the
putative origin of the loss of the self-incompatible phenotype in ‘Z1’. It is important to note that in these two B. rapa
varieties, we carefully checked that the genes belonging to
the S-locus are functional (presence of an intact open reading frame). Between these two varieties, the SCR and SRK
genes are identical at the amino acid level, whereas SLG
presents a few amino acid differences but still presents a
high sequence similarity (93%). Similarly, the small RNA
regulators of dominance Smi and Smi2 (Yasuda et al. 2016)
were identical or almost identical between these varieties
(99% and 100% of sequence similarity at the nucleotide level
for Smi and Smi2, respectively). Similarly, the orthologous
copies of the genes involved in the SI signalling pathway are
very similar and all retained their functional domains and
active sites, as previously described. Thus, the contrasted
phenotypes between these two varieties do not seem to result
from variations in the coding sequences but rather putatively
from transcription differences.
The transcription of all genes involved in the specificity recognition and in the signalling pathways (including
all paleologous copies) was tested in B. rapa cv ‘Chiffu’
and ‘Z1’ (cDNA from stigma apart from SCR for which
we used cDNA from anthers). For this experiment, we
designed primer pairs specific to each paleologous copy
of a duplicated gene to determine the putative involvement
of each copy in the SI signalling pathway. We validated
the specificity of each primer pair to a single locus by
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Sanger sequencing (data not shown). For these two varieties, the transcription of all genes present in single copy
(S-locus: SLG and SRK; regulatory pathway: ARC1, JDP1,
THL1, THL2, and Exo70A01) was determined (Fig. 3). The
absence of amplification of some genes using genomic
DNA (SRK, PLDα-MF1, THL1 and THL2) results from the
fact that we designed, when possible, exon–intron spanning primers in order to prevent amplification of gDNA
that can contaminate the RNA samples in RT-PCR experiments. We also included a negative control (RNA-RT) to
validate that our RNA samples were not contaminated by
genomic DNA. Regarding the regulatory genes present in
multiple functional copies in B. rapa (GLO1, MLPK and
PLDα), we observed the transcription in the stigma of both
B. rapa genotypes for two of the three MLPK copies (MF1
(a)
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on A04 and MF2 on A03), suggesting that one paleologous
copy (LF on A07) may not be involved in the SI signalling
pathway, at least in the individuals tested here. Regarding GLO1, we found that only one of the two identified
copies was transcribed in both B. rapa varieties (MF1 on
A08), whereas the second copy (MF2 on A06) was only
transcribed (at a low level) in B. rapa cv. ‘Z1’. Conversely,
the two PLDα paleologous copies were transcribed in the
stigma of both B. rapa varieties and thus may be involved
in the SI signalling pathway. All these primer pairs were
also used for qRT-PCR experiments. In addition, we
observed differences of band intensity (RT-PCR) between
PLDα paleologous genes, suggesting that the PLDα-LF
copy (on A05) is more transcribed than the PLDα-MF1
copy (on A01) in both B. rapa varieties. Similarly, the
MLPK-MF2 copy seems more transcribed than the MLPKMF1 copy. Using qRT-PCR, we identified differences in
transcriptional level variation between the two B. rapa
varieties and notably observed that some genes (ARC1,
Exo70A01, JDP, GLO) were significantly less transcribed
in ‘Z1’ compared to ‘Chiifu’ (Online Resource 5).

Tissue‑specific transcription of the regulatory genes
present in multiple copies in diploid Brassiceae
species

(b)

Fig. 3  Transcription of the S-locus (SRK and SCR) and regulatory
genes involved in the self-incompatibility signalling pathway in the
self-incompatible B. rapa cv. ‘Chiifu’ and in the self-compatible B.
rapa cv. ‘Z1’. The transcription was evaluated using stigma cDNA
(apart from SCR for which we obtained cDNA from anthers). − RT
reactions (negative control) were also performed to verify that our
extracted RNA was not contaminated by genomic DNA. For duplicated genes, primer pairs specific to each copy were designed (validation by Sanger sequencing). These primer pairs were also tested using
gDNA. The absence of amplification using gDNA for some genes
(SRK, PLDα copy 2, THL1 and THL2) results from the use of exon–
intron spanning primers

Three genes involved in the SI signalling pathway have
retained several duplicated paleologous copies after the
WGT event in Brassica species: GLO1, MLPK and PLDα.
The fine analyses of their coding sequences showed that
they have retained their functional domains and active or
important sites, yet only specific copies were transcribed
in the stigma and thus may be involved in the SI signalling
pathway. For instance, only two of the three MLPK paleologous copies (MF2 on A03 and MF1 on A04) were found
transcribed. In contrast, both GLO1 and PLDα duplicated
genes were transcribed in the stigma of B. rapa cv. ‘Z1’.
To determine if the non-transcribed gene copies in the
stigma may still be functional in other pathways or tissue,
we tested the transcription of the different paleologous
copies in leaves and stems in B. rapa cv. ‘Z1’ (Fig. 4).
Regarding MLPK, all three copies were transcribed in the
leaves and the stems. Interestingly, the MLPK paleologous
copy (LF on A07) that showed the strongest transcription
in the leaves and in the stems corresponds to the copy
that was not transcribed in the stigma. For the GLO gene,
the two copies transcribed in the stigma were also found
transcribed in the leaves (MF1 on A08 only) and the stems
(MF1 on A08 and MF2 on A06). Finally, the last SI regulatory gene identified as duplicated in B. rapa (PLDα) was
found to be transcribed in all tested organs.
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Fig. 5  Analysis of pollen grain germination and pollen tube growth
by fluorescence microscopy. a Stigma of the self-incompatible Brassica rapa cv ‘Chiifu’ pollination. A curled pollen tube that is unable
to penetrate the stigma is indicated by a white triangle. b Stigma of
the self-compatible B. rapa cv ‘Z1’ pollination. A pollen tube growing down the stigmatic papilla is indicated by a red triangle
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Fig. 4  Tissue-specific transcription of the duplicated (paleologous
copies) of the MLPK, GLO1, PLDα in B. rapa cv. ‘Z1’ using RTPCR. Transcription was tested in stigma (ST), leaves (L) and stems
(S). − RT reactions (negative control) were also performed to verify
that our extracted RNA was not contaminated by genomic DNA.
Primer pairs specific to each paleologous copy were designed (validation by Sanger sequencing). These primer pairs were also tested using
gDNA. The absence of amplification using gDNA for the PLDα copy
2 results from the use of an exon–intron spanning primer

Phenotyping analyses of self‑incompatibility in B.
rapa presenting contrasted SI phenotypes
To gain knowledge on the putative origin (stigma vs pollen
genes) of the contrasted SI phenotypes between B. rapa cv
‘Z1’ and ‘Chiifu’ (class II, S60 allele) for which we did not
identify any differences in the coding sequences or at the
transcriptional levels, we decided to perform several pollinations to evaluate pollen grain germination and pollen tube
growth by fluorescence microscopy. Firstly, we confirmed
the SI and SC phenotypes for ‘Chiifu’ and ‘Z1’, respectively (Fig. 5). Thereafter, we performed several outcrosses
between these two genotypes and analysed the resulting SI
phenotypes (Fig. 6). When depositing the pollen of ‘Z1’
on ‘Chiifu’ stigma, we observed on average less than one
germinated pollen, indicating that SCR proteins expressed
in the pollen of the self-compatible ‘Z1’ were functional.
SCR from ‘Z1’ pollen interacts with the ‘Chiifu’ SRK protein localized in the stigma. This interaction activates the
self-incompatibility cascade. However, when performing
the reciprocal cross, only a partial incompatibility reaction
was observed, with an average 23 germinated pollen grains
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with tubes growing in the style (as compared to 100 for selfcompatible pollinations, Kruskal–Wallis and Dunn’s tests,
P value < 0.05). This result indicates that a gene expressed
in ‘Z1’ stigma (either SRK or a regulatory gene or element)
allows to partially overcome the self-incompatibility barrier.
However, as we were expecting a total cross-compatibility
response, we tested if this partial SI phenotype could result
from ‘Chiifu’ germinative pollen capacity. From the crossing of these two varieties with B. rapa var ‘C1.3’ carrying a
different S-allele as tester, we observed a lower germinative
pollen capacity in ‘Chiifu’ (an average of 64 pollen grains
germinated) compared to ‘Z1’ (100 pollen grains germinated
in the stigma papillae, Kruskal–Wallis and Dunn’s tests, P
value < 0.05) (Online Resource 3). These results indicate that
level of cross-compatibility observed when crossing ‘Z1’
(mother) to ‘Chiifu’ (father) was slightly underestimated
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Fig. 6  Mean number of germinated pollen tubes and resulting selfincompatibility phenotypes in the different crosses using B. rapa cv.
‘Z1’, B. rapa cv. ‘Chiifu’ and an interspecific hybrid between these
two genotypes. SC refers to self-compatible, SI to self-incompatible,
CC to cross-compatible and PC to partially compatible. Kruskal–
Wallis and Dunn’s tests, α = 0.05
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but still exhibiting a partial cross-compatibility response,
highlighting that SRK seems functional (at least to some
extent) in ‘Z1’ stigma. It also indicates that either SRK or a
regulatory gene involved in the SI signalling pathway may
be differentially expressed in ‘Z1’ compared to ‘Chiifu’
stigma. Thereafter, we created a F1 hybrid between ‘Z1’ and
‘Chiifu’. This hybrid exhibited a partial compatibility but
not to the levels observed when crossing ‘Z1’ (mother) to
‘Chiifu’ (Kruskal–Wallis and Dunn’s tests, P value < 0.05).
On average, seven pollen grains germinated and grew down
the stigma papillae (Fig. 6). The germinative pollen capacity
of the F1 hybrid was controlled and showed an average of 80
pollen grains that germinated and grew down in the ‘C1.3’
stigma papillae. The number of germinated pollen grains in
the F1 hybrid is thus intermediate and statistically different
(Kruskal–Wallis and Dunn’s tests, P value < 0.05) from ‘Z1’
(100 pollens grains) and ‘Chiifu’ (64 pollen grains).

Discussion
In this study, we investigated the structural and functional
evolutionary dynamics of the genes involved in the pollen–pistil specificity recognition or in the SI signalling pathway within the (paleo) polyploid Brassica species. Specifically, we aimed (1) to unravel the structural and functional
fates of duplicated copies following the Brassica WGT
and (2) to explore the origin of contrasted SI phenotypes
between two B. rapa varieties sharing the same S-allele.
1. Retention of duplicated functional genes involved in the
SI signalling pathway
Brassica species have been subjected to a WGT event
about 22.5 millions of years ago (Beilstein et al. 2010). Thus,
up to three copies of each gene may be encountered. Since
this paleohexaploidy event, through chromosome reduction
and extensive subgenome fractionation, it was observed that
overall only 11.2% of the genes were retained in triplicated
copies, whereas 36.4% have lost one copy and 52.3% have
lost two copies and thus returned to single copy status (Wang
et al. 2011). Similarly, a single copy of the S-locus has been
maintained and subjected to strong balancing selection that
allowed quick allelic re-diversification after the initial bottleneck associated with the WGT (Edh et al. 2009; Castric
and Vekemans 2007; Fobis-Loisy et al. 2004). However, the
evolutionary fate of the SI cascade genes is still undefined.
By using several Brassicaceae reference genome sequences
and by performing Blast and subsequent phylogenetic analyses, we were able to identify the evolutionary history of
each nuclear gene involved in the SI signalling pathway in
Brassica and determine their copy number. Although most
genes of this pathway returned to single functional copy
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(ARC1, JDP1, THL1, THL2, Exo70A01), some remained
in duplicate (GLO1 and PLDα) or even in triplicate copies (MLPK). Interestingly, fractionation seems to be still in
progress for Exo70A01, as the number of functional copies varied between one to two functional copies depending
on the considered Brassica species. Even within species,
the EXO70A01 copy number varied between B. oleracea ‘HDEM’ exhibiting two functional copies, whereas
‘To1000’ had only one copy due to pseudogenization of the
sequence located on chromosome C02, perhaps as a consequence of the intense activity of transposable elements
known in this species (Liu et al. 2014). Regarding the other
genes presenting multiple paleologous copies (GLO1, PLDα
and MLPK) in diploid Brassica species, we investigated the
conserved domains of the different copies and their transcription in organs implicated in the SI signalling pathway.
Detailed analyses of their coding sequences concluded that
the different paleologous copies had conserved an intact
reading frame, as well as their functional domains and
active sites, suggesting that they putatively are all involved
in the SI signalling pathway. To test further this hypothesis,
we determined if the different copies were transcribed in
the stigma. We observed that the two GLO1 copies (MF1
and MF2) were transcribed in the stigma of B. rapa cv.
‘Z1’, whereas only one copy was transcribed in B. rapa cv.
‘Chiifu’ (MF1 copy). The low and null transcription of the
MF2 copy in B. rapa cv. ‘Z1’ and ‘Chiifu’, respectively,
suggests that this copy may not play a very important role
in the SI signalling pathway. Concerning PLDα, the two
copies are transcribed in the stigma (mainly the LF copy on
A05), as previously observed (Scandola and Samuel 2019).
In this latter paper, they created several RNA interference
lines suppressing the transcription of PLDα-LF but not
PLDα-MF1 in the SC B. napus cv. Westar. These RNAi
lines showed only partial self-compatibility revealed by the
decreased number of seeds per pods. However, it remains to
be deciphered if suppressing the transcription of the paleologous PLDα-MF1 will also engender a reduction in pollen
germination and pollen tube growth. As this copy seems to
be less transcribed than the LF copy, we can hypothesize that
RNAi lines specific to the PLDα-MF1 copy will impact to
a lesser extent pollen germination. Additionally, it will be
interesting to test if suppressing simultaneously the expression of both copies will engender a stronger reduction than
the one observed when targeting only one copy. The last
gene involved in the SI signalling pathway and that is present in multiple copies in Brassica corresponds to MLPK.
The loss of function of the MLPK-MF2 copy (on A03) in B.
rapa yellow sarson ‘C634’ is at the origin of its loss of SI
phenotype (Murase et al. 2004). This latter individual was
complemented with a functional MLPK copy, reducing by
half the number of self-pollen grain germination and tube
growth and thus restoring partially SI (Murase et al. 2004).
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However, we observed that another MLPK copy (MF1 on
A04) is also transcribed in the stigma and conserved different functional motifs known or supposed to be important
for MPLK activity, indicating that this MF1 copy may also
be involved in the SI signalling pathway. As previously discussed for the PLDα gene present in two copies, it will be
of interest to test if both copies engender the same impact
on the phenotype and if simultaneous suppression of both
copy expression will lead to a more contrasted phenotype.
Additionally, a third MLPK copy (LF on A07) was not transcribed in stigma but in other organs (leaves and stems). In
A. thaliana, the orthologous gene of MLPK is AtAPK1b and
has no role in SI signalling but is involved in stomatal conductance (Elhaddad et al. 2014). It is tempting to speculate
that the MLPK-LF copy, which is the copy presenting the
highest sequence similarity with AtAPK1b, conserved the
same function as AtAPK1b and thus is not involved in the
SI system. Thus, the recruitment of MLPK in SI signalling
in Brassica may be the result of neo-functionalization of the
duplicated genes: MLPK copy LF is most likely involved in
stomatal conductance and has conserved the ancestral function, whereas the MLPK-MF1 and MLPK-MF2 copies are
now involved in the SI signalling pathway.
2. Regulations occurring after transcription seem to be
involved in contrasted SI phenotypes in B. rapa
Taking advantage of the identification of the genes
involved in the S-locus and in the SI signalling pathway
in B. rapa, we explored the putative role of these genes in
the contrasted SI phenotypes between B. rapa ‘Chiifu’ (SI)
and ‘Z1’ (SC) varieties, which contains the same S-allele
(class II, S60). After verifying that the genes involved in
the S-locus had an intact open reading frame and an identical amino acid sequence, we assessed that the genes were
transcribed in both varieties. Thereafter, we performed
reciprocal pollination experiments, highlighting that the
pollen SI component (SCR) is functional in both varieties but that the stigma SI function (SRK or regulatory
genes) is altered in ‘Z1’. As the level of transcription of
SRK could not explain this contrasted phenotype, we next
explored the putative role of the regulatory genes involved
in the SI signalling pathway. Similarly to SRK, we did
not detect any mutations or the absence of transcription
of a gene that could cause a loss of function. So, other
factors downstream of the SRK may be involved. This
is supported by the several SRK interactors described in
Brassica although their implication in SI is not yet demonstrated such as the calmodulin (a component of many
signal transduction pathways), the SNX1 a Sortin Nexin
protein involved in the cellular trafficking system (Vanoosthuyse et al. 2003) and the recently identified BoPUB3
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protein (plant U box protein 3), a member of the PUBARM family proteins (Shi et al. 2019). In addition, since
the ‘Z1‘*’Chiifu’ hybrid is partially self-compatible, this
would suggest that a regulatory mechanism that remains
to be identified would be involved in the SC of Z1. A
similar result has been already reported in B. oleracea
where a continuous phenotypic variation for SI response
was described in offspring plants homozygous for a class
2 (S15) allele and in a homogenous genetic background
(Hadj-Arab et al. 2010). Recently, another investigation
was performed on two B. oleracea varieties presenting
contrasted SI phenotypes but carrying the same class II
S-allele (B. oleracea S5: Xiao et al. 2019). In this study,
the authors identified eight QTLs associated with this
phenotype. The QTL with the highest contribution rate
(54.81%) co-localized with SRK. Similarly to our results,
they did not observe any non-synonymous mutations or the
absence of transcription of this gene between the parental
lines, indicating that a regulation occurring after transcription (translational or post-translational level) of SRK gene
may be responsible for the loss of SI phenotype. In this
latter study, they also identified seven other QTLs that
may underlie both regulatory elements and unidentified
genes involved in the SI signalling pathway. In our study,
we observed that ARC1 gene was less transcribed in B.
rapa cv. Z1 than Chiifu. In Stone et al. (1999), a similar
decrease in ARC1 transcription using RNAi provokes a
partial breakdown of the SI phenotype. Thus, the complete loss of SI in Z1 cannot be explained only by ARC1
low transcription. ARC1 is known to target several proteins (Exo70A01, GLO1, PLDα, and JD1) leading to their
ubiquitination and their proteasomal degradations. These
post-transcriptional regulations cannot be inferred from
qRT-PCR results. Nevertheless, contrasted transcriptional
levels between the two varieties highlight the occurrence
of differential regulators between ‘Z1’ and ‘Chiifu’.
In addition, it is possible that genes from other pathways
may also explain this phenotype. Indeed, several QTLs
associated with the SI phenotype in Xiao et al. (2019)
did not contain any currently known SI regulatory genes
but rather genes involved in embryogenesis and pollen
development. To get more insights on the putative origin
of this contrasted SI phenotype between B. rapa cv. ‘Z1’
and ‘Chiifu’, a similar QTL detection may be performed
in a segregating population deriving from these two genotypes. The fine structural and functional characterization
of duplicated copies of S-locus genes and SI regulatory
genes presented in this study will help determining genes
underlying QTLs. Such analysis will be facilitated by the
availability of a Brassica SNP Illumina array (Clarke et al.
2016) and the whole genome assemblies of both ‘Z1’ and
‘Chiifu’ genotypes (Belser et al. 2018; Zhang et al. 2018).
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Conclusion
Whole genome duplication has played a major role in plant
evolution, speciation and diversification due to the presence
of redundant copies. In this study, we explored the impact of
an ancient WGT at the onset of the Brassiceae tribe on the
genes involved in the SI signalling pathway. We found that
although most genes went back to single copy, some are kept
in duplicated copies and are still transcribed in stigma (GLO1,
PLDα and MLPK), suggesting that these duplicated copies
may still be involved in the SI regulatory pathway. To date,
the functional genetics studies on these latter genes focused
on only one gene copy. Thus, the impact of suppressing the
expression of either one or both duplicated copies on the SI
phenotype remains to be validated. Such experiments in Brassica sp. should be facilitated thanks to the recent advances
in CRISPR-Cas9 technologies that can target simultaneously
several duplicated copies (Sun et al. 2018; Li et al. 2018).
Additionally, the fine study of these genes in two B. rapa varieties with contrasted SI phenotypes revealed an unexpected
complexity in the regulation of the SI female determinant. The
downstream signalling pathway differences identified between
two Brassicaceae, Brassica and Arabidopsis (Nasrallah 2019;
Zhang et al. 2019), suggest that this complexity is probably
linked to a divergent evolutionary dynamic of the SRK regulators, which may have been triggered by the WGT event. One
striking example is the MLPK gene, for which some copies
seem to have been recruited in SI signalling in Brassica subsequently to the WGT. Future work on this SI signalling pathway
will most certainly reveal the existence of still unknown players. Additionally, the recent progresses in quantitative plant
proteomics may undoubtedly help to unravel the role of posttranscriptional regulations in modifying the SI phenotype.
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